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Senate Resolution 1243

By: Senators Martin of the 9th and Unterman of the 45th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Daniel and Thomas Bullard; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Daniel and Thomas Bullard were both awarded Wrestler of the Year by the2

Daily Post and claimed their fourth straight individual championships at the Class AAAAAA3

state traditional meet; and4

WHEREAS, they both won all of their matches to help the Tigers sweep the state titles and5

take the Class AAAAAA state dual championships in January; and6

WHEREAS, Daniel and Thomas claimed individual titles in their respective weight classes7

in eight different state, regional, or national meets that Archer competed in, with each being8

named Most Outstanding Wrestler in two of those meets; and9

WHEREAS, the Bullards were as dominant as ever in their new weight classes, with Thomas10

claiming two pins, a technical fall, and major decision on his way to winning at 170 and11

Daniel garnering three pins and a major decision on his way to the 182 title; and12

WHEREAS, the twins will move on to wrestle collegiately at N.C. State's Division I program13

next year, and the fact that they will have each other can only help strengthen their comfort14

level as they make the transition; and15

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper to recognize the Bullard twins for all of their16

remarkable athletic accomplishments and achievements.17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body18

recognize and commend Daniel and Thomas Bullard and extend most sincere best wishes for19

continued success.20
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed21

to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to Daniel and Thomas22

Bullard.23


